
A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

hotographer Lance Gerber calls this shot “Finding a Groove.” I 
call it “Between a Rock and a Hard Place.” I’d just reached the top 

of  a steep dirt incline during our DESERT Adventure Club landscape 
photography workshop, and the slot canyons opened up to stunning 
views of  the Coachella Valley.

It was mesmerizing, the way the shale-covered hills gave way to palm 
tree fronds dotting the horizon. In the distance, I could hear the rumble 
of  four engines as vehicles from Desert Adventures Red Jeep Tours & 
Events traversed the terrain. They were coming to take the group to  
our next stop – Granny Gulch – but I didn’t want to tear my eyes away 
from the panorama. Lance’s photo captures my last look at the desert’s 

beauty – that moment when you feel small yet safe at the same time.
When I turned back to face my descent, I remembered the first time I’d climbed down the same sloping 

mountain, when Lance and I had visited to scout locations ahead of  the event. I was wearing a skirt and sandals 
(not expecting to get out of  the van), but found myself  following my photographer through the crooks and 
crevices of  Indio Hills’ geological formations. When we reached that same fissure, I’d made the hike up but 
stumbled on the way down. I braced myself  for the fall with one hand, gravel filling my palm, and tried to play it 
off like no big deal. Lance totally saw the whole thing happen. 

We laughed, and I made sure I wore tennis shoes and hiking apparel for the actual event – both climbs were 
much smoother and made even better by the view. But in the spirit of  this month’s cover, I do want to say that I 
feel strongly that I could summit that mountain again in a dress. Sometimes you find your groove between what 
others would consider a rock and a hard place.

Kristin Scharkey, Editor
kscharkey@gannett.com 
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